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Share via Email Medics tend to the wounded in the wake of the massacre. The teenagers were called Eric
Harris and Dylan Klebold, and their school was Columbine High, an idyllic sounding place nestled between
the Denver metropolitan area and the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. What is indisputable is that
Columbine quickly became a byword for the nightmarish phenomenon - now seemingly a worldwide
contagion - of school shootings. Harris and Klebold did not just gun down their victims in cold blood. They
laughed and hollered while they were doing it, as though they were having the time of their lives. Denver
television crews got there while the horrors were unfolding, and the cameras did not stop rolling for a week.
That, in retrospect, may not have been an entirely good thing. From the start, the images seemed to suck
viewers right into the heart of the mayhem. One of the dead was left stranded in a parking lot, which terrified
fellow students would eventually have to pass as they ran out at the end of their ordeal. The cameras captured
it all. Another victim, already badly wounded in the head, arm and legs but seized by a compulsion to get out
of the school at any cost, somehow pirouetted his broken body across a window ledge and let himself tumble
into the arms of two waiting officers. That, too, was broadcast live on international television. What we were
seeing, though, was not quite what we thought. By the time the TV crews arrived, Harris and Klebold had in
fact ended their rampage and turned their weapons on themselves. The sporadic shooting heard over the next
three hours over the incessant wah-wah of the fire alarm came, in fact, from Swat teams pumping bullets into
locked classroom doors in a painfully slow and clumsy effort to track down the killers. Only later did the
authorities realise Harris and Klebold were already lying dead in the library, along with 10 of their 13 murder
victims. The illusion of an ordeal lasting for hours - some television stations even described it as a hostage
stand-off - was just the first of many misconceptions. Harris and Klebold, we were told, were members of a
campus group of losers and Marilyn Manson-worshipping goths called the Trenchcoat Mafia, who had few
friends and attracted only derision from the cool kids. Supposedly, they also had a grudge against evangelical
Christians. A story soon spread that one of the murder victims in the library, Cassie Bernall, had been asked at
gunpoint if she believed in God. When she answered yes, Harris laughed and pulled the trigger. Those of us
who covered the shootings repeated at least some of these stories. We had no reason not to. They were
confirmed, if not amplified, by the Jefferson County officials who gave news briefings several times a day.
How were we to know that John Stone, the county sheriff, was winging it, telling us, for example, that the
boys had fully automatic weapons and at least one accomplice, when these were no more than his own
wrongheaded assumptions? The stories were repeated, too, by traumatised students who drifted towards the
television cameras stationed in a park across the street from the school. We could not guess that these students
did not know Harris and Klebold - this was a school with 2, students - and were, to a large extent, repeating
things they were themselves picking up from the television coverage. I had long conversations with local
teenagers, both in the park and in a local shopping mall, about the oppressiveness of jock culture and the
enormous pressures of feeling out of place in a rigidly conformist, predominantly white middle class
community. It sounded like a plausible explanation at the time. Much of what we reported, though, was simply
wrong, as attested by tens of thousands of official documents and other evidence that has at last seen the light
of day after years of suppression by the local authorities. As the Colorado-based journalist Dave Cullen tells in
his gripping and authoritative new book Columbine, Harris and Klebold had plenty of friends, did pretty well
in school, were not members of the Trenchcoat Mafia, did not listen to Manson, were not bullied, harboured
no specific grudges against any one group, and did not "snap" because of some last-straw traumatic event. All
those stories were the product of hysteria, ignorance and flailing guesswork in the first few hours and days.
The truth was more sinister. Not to get at anyone in particular, but because they hated the world and intended
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to have fun annihilating as much of it as they could. Harris, in particular, would have been insulted at the
thought of being remembered as a mere shooter. The two boys were in fact very different. Harris quietly
despised the people he took so much trouble to charm and could not wait to see them all die horrible deaths.
Strangle them, squish their head, rip off their jaw, break their arms in half, show them who is God. Their
planning, meanwhile, was nothing if not meticulous. First, they wanted to detonate two propane bombs in the
cafeteria, killing not only the or so students taking early lunch but also students in the library above, which
they hoped would come crashing down. Then, as the rest of the school swarmed for the exits, they would open
fire with semiautomatic weapons from two positions in the car park. Assuming they survived that phase - they
did not expect to - they would then ram their cars, loaded with more propane explosive, into arriving rescue
workers, television news teams and police for one ghastly final conflagration. They were hoping for a death
toll of at least 2,, matching the student population of the school. As it was, their homemade bombs did not
detonate, and they were forced to improvise. They were indeed wearing long black coats, not because of any
campus affiliation but simply to hide their arsenal of shotguns, semiautomatic machine pistols, pipe bombs,
knives and small carbon dioxide canister bombs Harris called "crickets". They shot two students on the way
in, then spent 49 terrifying minutes patrolling the hallways, the cafeteria, and the stairs before carrying out
their worst carnage in the library. Bernall, it turns out, was shot and killed outright. She was a recent convert
to evangelical Christianity, after a deeply troubled early adolescence, and perhaps for that reason her story
became confused with that of another student. It was Valeen Schnurr, who was asked, by Klebold, if she
believed in God, and answered yes. She was then spared. If the killers hated Christians, they were distinctly
uneven in how they applied that hatred. At one point they joked about killing anyone in a white hat; one boy
cowering beneath a desk quickly pulled a white cap off his head, and lived. The question of Nazi sympathies is
a little more complicated. The boys had decided on 19 April - the anniversary of the botched government siege
at Waco, Texas, in which 76 people perished by fire in , and also the anniversary of the Oklahoma City
bombing. As it was, the plan was pushed back 24 hours because the local drug dealer who had promised to
provide the boys with their ammunition did not come through on time. It was the first of many
disappointments for a pair of killers aiming for even greater infamy than they ultimately achieved. Everything
about the Columbine disaster is tinged with failure. The school, meanwhile, failed to recognise the danger,
even though Harris spilled much of his venom on his publicly accessible website, and even though Klebold
wrote an essay two months before the attack about a man gunning down innocents and enjoying it. On the day
of the attacks, the Swat teams were so hesitant to swoop in mid-killing that they ended up compounding the
disaster, allowing a PE teacher to bleed to death when early intervention would almost certainly have saved
his life. The bulk of the withheld investigation documents were finally released in , the result of years of
lawsuits, but not all: In some ways, Columbine is unlike other school shootings because of its sheer scale. In
other ways, though, it is both a reference point and even an inspiration to successive killers - in Germany,
Finland and Britain as well as the US. Seung Hui Cho, the disturbed gunman who killed more than 30 students
at Virginia Tech in , called Harris and Klebold "martyrs". We can perhaps be grateful that the Columbine
killers saw themselves in media-age terms as performers, who chronicled their thoughts and actions in great
detail. As a result, we now know a whole lot more about how to recognise potential school shooters, and how
to limit the damage once the shooting starts. The Swat teams at Virginia Tech did not hesitate for an instant,
almost certainly saving the lives of a dozen or more people. At scores of high schools around the US,
meanwhile, teachers and mental health professionals have taken death threats or the discovery of weapons
with the utmost seriousness. The piece of the puzzle that remains most troubling is the role of the media.
Harris and Klebold were playing to the cameras and there is evidence that many of their successors were
motivated at least in part by the promise of instant mass-media notoriety. The influence of the media on
real-life acts of violence is hotly debated and far from proven, but here is one statistic. Just about every
recorded instance of mass murder given saturation coverage on US television is followed by another mass
murder, somewhere around the country, within two weeks. They feel willing to die. The chatroom warning
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was exposed as a hoax.
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If those kids were here right now, what would you say to them? I would listen to what they have to say. By the
end of their violent rampage, fifteen people were deadâ€”twelve students, one teacher, and the killers
themselvesâ€”and another 24 were injured. After the shooting, everybody in America ran around like a
decapitated chicken while they tried to explain it. This page is our attempt. This is easier for Harris and
Klebold than with most spree killersâ€”the two left behind a treasure trove of home videos, diaries, and other
records that detailed their thought processes, attitudes, and plans for the massacre. This mountain of
information is also largely responsible for the mystique that built up around the two and their crimes,
especially in comparison to massacres with higher body counts. The two boys were juvenile delinquents who
had a history of trouble with the law. The year before the shooting, they had both been arrested for breaking
into and stealing tools from a locked van. They made such a good impression on the police that, in exchange
for having their criminal records expunged, they would go through a program that included community
service, psychiatric treatment, andâ€”for Harris â€”anger management classes. For showing good behavior
and making a good impression on their handlers, they were discharged from the program a few months early.
In the memoirs they taped before the shooting, they bragged about how well they had fooled the police into
thinking they had reformed. The two later made a video for a school project called Hitmen for Hire , in which
they played two Bully Hunters , and Harris wrote a violent Doom Fan Fic for a creative writing project. Harris
was also caught the year before making threats on his website to various students and teachers, and Klebold
had a long history of cursing at teachers and getting into fights with his boss at the pizza place he worked at.
Harris and Klebold were victims of bullying, including homophobic remarks, but they gave as good as they
got: They often wrote in their diaries about how they themselves had bullied underclassmen and "fags".
Ironically, Klebold identified as bisexual online, although he remained closeted in real life until he died. In
early reports, the two were said to be members of the "Trenchcoat Mafia," a clique of gamers and self-styled
outcasts who all wore black trenchcoats. The killers were also not quite the loners that early reports described
them asâ€”they had a number of friends friends who were unpopular, but friends nonetheless , and three days
before the massacre, Klebold had taken female friend Robyn Anderson to the prom. The duo were avid
gamers, particularly of Doom which Harris had even made mods for , and used the names "Reb" and
"VoDKa" Harris and Klebold, respectively as both their online handles and their nicknames. In regards to
motive, the general consensus amongst investigators says the pairâ€”particularly Harrisâ€”were diehard
nihilists who wanted to leave a mark on the world. Both diaries make frequent reference to the Oklahoma City
bombing, the Waco Siege, and other disasters and massacres, noting how they wished to "outdo" these events.
Their codename for the massacre was "NBK"â€”a reference to one of their favorite films, Natural Born Killers
, in which the main characters go on a killing spree and become celebrities in the process. The location and
timing of their massacre was no coincidence, and it emphasizes their lack of specific targets. No experience
could be more universal than a normal day at school. The Massacre Harris and Klebold started planning their
attack a year in advance. Their plan was to build a number of large bombs, which they would plant in the
cafeteria, then detonate them at lunch time to destroy the cafeteria and the library above it. Had this come to
pass, they would have killed hundreds of students in what would have been the deadliest act of domestic
terrorism in American historyâ€”which is why they thought they would "top" Oklahoma City. After the
explosion, they would pick off survivors outside as they fled the burning school. Notes in their journals also
contain thoughts about heading to Denver International Airport, hijacking a plane , and crashing it into a
building in New York City , as well as fleeing to Mexico. But most evidence suggests they had originally
planned to attack the school on April 19, the anniversary of both the Oklahoma City bombing they hoped to
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top and the end of the Waco Siege. They were forced to push it back a day because a cache of ammo they
needed was delivered that night. The killers arrived at the school at They headed back to their cars to wait for
the bombs to go off. The bombs failed thanks to their lack of finesse in the finer points of bomb-making. The
only bomb to detonate was a decoy that they had placed in a nearby field earlier that morning. Set to explode
at Here, they took off their trenchcoats, killed two students and a teacher, and wounded nine others as they
went through the halls. When they walked in, Harris told everybody wearing a white baseball cap â€” a
tradition amongst school athletes â€” to stand up. Harris and Klebold then killed ten people and wounded
twelve others. The killers left the library at They went back into the now-emptied-out library at Early
speculation said a third man had been involved in the shootings, based on reports that a strange man had been
seen on the roof on the school he was a repairman who had locked himself up on the roof after he heard
gunshots. Others claimed that the two killers could not have hauled all of the bombs into the cafeteria by
themselves. All known evidence points to Harris and Klebold as the only culprits behind the massacre, but this
has not stopped countless conspiracy theorists from speculating otherwise. The massacre was covered on
national news as it was happening, in a way that previous ones never were. The irony of all this media
attention is that it gave Harris and Klebold exactly what they wanted: The immediate aftermath of the
massacre saw an untold number of apocryphal events finding their way into the Popular History version of the
shooting. Moral Guardians of all stripes used Columbine as an excuse to rant about whatever they felt was evil
or whatever would get them the best book deals , everybody else was searching for answers, and American
high schools came under the thrall of a number of Columbine-related concepts, some of which had never
happened. The word "columbine", once the name of the state flower of Colorado, entered the vernacular as a
euphemism for a school shooting; many future school shooting plots made reference to "pulling a columbine"
and a desire to "top" Harris and Klebold. Police forces, having witnessed firsthand how ineffective their
traditional tactics were against spree killers who had no interest in taking hostages , began developing new
responses to such threats. The image of the Badass Longcoat spree killer took off, not helped by the fact that
The Matrix had been released just three weeks prior to the shooting. In reality, the killers had taken their
trenchcoats off as soon as the shooting began; they wore ball caps, T-shirts, and jeans, leading many to believe
that the coats were more about projecting a scary, iconic image to the victims and the media than anything.
The change of clothes also succeeded in confusing early reports on how many shooters took part in the killing.
A pair of heavily-publicized school shootings in the two years priorâ€”one in Paducah, Kentucky and one in
Springfield, Oregonâ€”had killers who did fit the profile of the "lonely outcast", so the media automatically
assumed that the Columbine killers were loners as well. And despite early reports of the spree being a
vengeance killing with a particular targeting of jocks, Christians, and minorities, all facts point to a random
killing spree with no specific category of victim. Of the aforementioned shootings, the only one in which the
killer targeted a specific category of victim was the Kentucky shooting , in which the killer fired upon a
Christian prayer group. In particular, the goth subculture suffered a huge backlash because of the shooting;
their outcast status and "dark" personas made everyone else suspicious. No evidence suggests either Klebold
or Harris embraced the goth subculture, preferring a more militaristic vibe in their personal style. And goths
generally tend to be passive and pacifistic, with the old stereotype being that they are violent towards
themselves rather than others. In any case, numerous schools modified their dress codes to ban trenchcoats and
band merchandise as well as restrict the amount of black clothing a student could wear. One of the worst
consequences of the shooting was how many schools began assuming that all school shooters fell under a
certain list of stereotypes and could therefore be identified before they killed similar to a terrorist watchlist. In
a Congress-mandated study, the FBI found that this idea was both untrue and a dangerous line of thought: If
schools focused on trying to find students who fit a predetermined list of traits, real potential shooters could go
unnoticed. Even so, if a school shooter is portrayed in the media, heâ€”and it is usually a "he" â€”will always
be a shy, bullied student who keeps to himself, and this happens almost entirely because of this misconception.
Violent video games became one of the most popular scapegoats for the massacre after the media learned that
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Harris and Klebold were fans of Doom and Wolfenstein 3D. Armchair psychologists claimed that the killers
had become desensitized to, and obsessed with, realistic violence as a result of playing such games. Infamous
attorney Jack Thompson entered the public consciousness as an anti-video game activist because of the
massacre, which began a career trajectory that would ultimately lead to his disbarrment. Once people learned
that Harris had made various levels for the game, the media almost immediately began claiming that those
levels had been based on Columbine High School, with the demons replaced with students and teachers.
Neither of those claims held true. The most elaborate of the so-called "Harris levels", titled "UAC Labs", can
be downloaded at doomworld. Certain popular movies either liked by or seemingly connected to the killers
also became targets for the ire of media watchdogs and concerned parents alike. The Matrix topped this list
thanks to its heavily-stylized action scenes, a story about our reality being a lie, a proliferation of Badass
Longcoat heroes, and the fact that it had been released three weeks prior to the killings and was still a box
office hit. Natural Born Killers , which both of the killers were huge fans of, came under fire for a plot that
eerily mirrored the aftermath of the shooting. Less associated with the massacre, but a strong
influenceâ€”particularly for Kleboldâ€”was the David Lynch film Lost Highway. The massacre also re-ignited
the debate on gun control , with each side repeating its talking points. Gun control advocates said the tragedy
could have been averted had there been more restrictions on the purchase of firearms, noting that Harris and
Klebold had acquired their weapons through mostly legal means, specifically counting on the lack of
background checks at gun shows. On the other side, gun rights advocates claimed that gun
controlâ€”particularly the "gun-free" zones around schoolsâ€”had left the students and teachers defenseless,
which made the situation worse than it had to be. While Colorado would soon close the "gun show loophole"
in-state, no significant federal gun control legislation was passed as a result of the shooting; five years later,
the federal Assault Weapons Ban would expire without being renewed. As for schools themselves, they began
taking security into their own hands. Schools across the nation installed metal detectors at entrances, hired
security guards, mandated see-through backpacks, ran "intruder drills" similar to fire drills in order to practice
what to do in case of a "active shooter event", and crafted "zero tolerance" policies regarding violence, the
threat of violence, or even the perception of a threat. Those policies soon became controversial as many
people, particularly students and social scientists, felt they had grown out of control and infringed upon the
rights of students. A report by the Secret Service said that schools were taking false hope in such security
measuresâ€”that not only would they do nothing to deter another massacre, but might push an unstable student
suspended or expelled for a minor infraction over the edge and cause another massacre. Minority students
were almost always disproportionately targeted by "zero tolerance" policies, too. But to this day, many schools
still have "zero tolerance" policies in place, since the criticism received for punishing the relatively innocent is
far easier to deal with than the perceived culpability for letting a violent situation escalate. Various
conservative Christian groups claimed the massacre was a result of the secularization of society, the teaching
of evolution and sex education, and a lack of religion in public schools. People within these groupsâ€”not all,
but manyâ€”were more inclined to accept initial accounts that said two of the victims, Cassie Bernall and
Rachel Scott, had been killed because of their Christian faith. The stories go that the victims were asked if
they believed in God; when the two girls said "yes", Harris and Klebold killed them. Most authoritative
investigations of the massacre concluded that such stories of how Bernall and Scott died were both apocryphal
and based on the experience of Valeen Schnurr, a survivor who confirmed that the killers asked her if she
believed in God. Despite this debunking, many religious groups still consider Bernall and Scott to be martyrs
and symbols of faith in the face of death; a number of Columbine-inspired works created since their deaths
have portrayed their killers as specifically targeting Christians. At least two future spree killers, Umpqua
Community College shooter Christopher Harper-Mercer and Red Lake High School shooter Jeff Weise, asked
at least one of their victims if they believed in Godâ€”likely as a sick homage to this urban legend. One of the
most popular targets of social backlash was shock rock, metal, and other "Satanic", "unhealthy", or "violent"
music ; shock rock musician and provocateur Marilyn Manson became the lightning rod for those genres. In
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reality, Harris viewed Manson as a sellout and a poser, while Klebold was only a casual fan at best. This
ultimately became a case of No Such Thing as Bad Publicity for Manson, as the massacre greatly increased his
pop culture profile; his interview with Michael Moore about the shootingâ€”which contains the quote found at
the top of this pageâ€”may have been his Moment of Awesome. Thanks to the date of the massacre, rumors
emerged that the killers were either neo-Nazis or had a fascination with Adolf Hitler and his regime. Robyn
Anderson and Devon Adams, who were close friends with Klebold, denied that either of the boys were
neo-Nazis. Harris in particular had a distinct tendency for Putting on the Reich with Nazi salutes and
quotations, if apparently mainly for shock value. Later investigations discovered that Harris had been rejected
for military service due to his use of these medications. People then speculated that this rejection either drove
him over the edge or led to him going off his medication in an attempt to be accepted.
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Marilyn Manson and School Violence The music of shock-rocker Marilyn Manson (real name Brian Warner) is definitely
controversial. This musician was banned from performing in South Carolina and has been offered $10, not to play in Salt
Lake City.

From Ritalin to Marilyn: Forget gun laws, what else is being blamed for mass shootings? From Ritalin to
Marilyn Manson, here are some of the most memorable factors blamed for school attacks. Eight students and
two teachers were shot dead at Santa Fe High School in Galveston, Texas on Friday; year-old student
Dimitrios Pagourtzis has been arrested over the mass shooting. Reports of multiple deaths in Texas school
shooting, officer injured https: Nearly all of these perpetrators are male. Meanwhile, addressing the Santa Fe
tragedy, Texas Lieutenant-governor Dan Patrick proposed that there are simply too many entrances and exits
in schools, making it nigh on impossible to guard against gun-wielding attackers. His comments were
lambasted on social media as users pointed out that being able to exit a building quickly is acutely important
for fire safety. During his shooting spree, Lanza killed 20 children between six and seven years old as well as
six adult staff members. He later committed suicide by turning the gun on himself. While the game had been
on the internet since , there was no evidence that the Sandy Hook shooter ever played it. In the aftermath of
the massacre, students reported that both Harris and Klebold were fans of Manson and modeled their gothic
look of white makeup, dark hair and trench coats on the singer. Manson later said his links to the massacre â€”
which were eventually proven false as neither shooter was actually a fan of the singer â€” almost ended his
career. In an interview with filmmaker Michael Moore, Manson said he believed he had become a political
scapegoat. After the fatal shooting of 14 students and three staff at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida, talk turned to the possibility of arming teachers. Trump realDonaldTrump February 22, The
suggestion provoked massive amounts of debate. The idea has now been entered into proposed legislation in
Florida. The proposal means there would be an extra 37, more guns statewide, according to the Tampa Bay
Times. In July , a study from Arizona State researcher Sherry Towers found that mass killings are more likely
to happen in clusters and within short periods of time. The study suggests that shootings spread like a
contagion, when one person sees a media report they then concoct their own plan â€” although whether that
person should have easy access to guns is a separate issue entirely. Think your friends would be interested?
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Jameson mimicked an assassin for the second book buy Studying Marilyn Manson: Groupies, School Violence and
Bullying Thomas Chi is the author of Marilyn Manson Trilogy, Creating an Antichrist ( avg rating, 3 ratings, 0 reviews,
published ), Marketing Marilyn Man.

Once the website was made public after the massacre, AOL permanently deleted it from its servers. The blog
also detailed Harris sneaking out of the house to cause mischief and vandalism, and described the trouble he,
his friend Dylan Klebold and others were causing, such as lighting fireworks. Harris ended a blog post
detailing his wishes to kill with "All I want to do is kill and injure as many of you as I can, especially a few
people. Like Brooks Brown;" a classmate of his. Investigator Michael Guerra was told about the website.
When he accessed it, Guerra discovered numerous violent threats directed against the students and teachers of
Columbine High School. Other material included blurbs that Harris had written about his general hatred of
society, and his desire to kill those who annoyed him. The affidavit also mentioned the discovery of an
exploded pipe bomb in February , and a suspicion of Harris being involved in the unsolved case. The affidavit
was never filed. The judge sentenced the duo to attend a juvenile diversion program. Diversion As a result,
both boys attended mandated classes such as anger management and talked with diversion officers. Harris also
began attending therapy classes with a psychologist. As part of mandatory therapy, Harris was prescribed
antidepressants by a psychiatrist. Klebold had a history of drinking and failed a dilute urine test, but neither he
nor Harris attended any substance abuse classes. Not to mention our revenge in the commons. Journals Harris
and Klebold both kept journals, which were released to the public in In the journals, the pair would document
their arsenal and plan of attack, as well as their feelings of anger and superiority over those around them. He
began to write in a journal instead, recording his thoughts and plans. Klebold had already been writing his
thoughts since March In November , he mentioned going on a killing spree. Harris even wrote on his website
about trying to escape to Mexico after the attack, or hijacking an aircraft at Denver International Airport and
crashing it into a building in New York City. They both displayed themes of violence in their creative writing
projects. Harris wished for "a lot of foreshadowing and dramatic irony " to be involved in the massacre plot.
Both had actively researched war and murder. Tapes In one video called Radioactive Clothing, they are
depicted with fake guns and rigging fake explosives to "take out another one of those radioactive clothes
infested camps". It depicts Harris and Klebold as part of the Trench Coat Mafia , a clique in the school who
wore black trench coats, [37] extorting money for protecting preps from bullies. On April 20, approximately
thirty minutes before the attack, they made a final video saying goodbye and apologizing to their friends and
families. As a result, select victim families and journalists were allowed to see them, and they were then kept
from the public indefinitely for fear of inspiring future massacres. The tapes have since been destroyed. The
pair claimed they were going to make copies of the tapes to send to news stations, but apparently never got
around to it. Nixon tape Harris once did a school project involving a micro cassette tape audio recording of a
fellow named Nixon about his life in Singapore. This too has never been made public. It is known as the
Nixon tape. On it Harris said "It is less than nine hours now. Because of this, Anderson could not be charged
with any crime. Manes and Duran were sentenced to a total of six years and four-and-a-half years in prison,
respectively. Using instructions obtained via the Internet and the Anarchist Cookbook , they constructed a
total of 99 bombs. During the massacre, they carried lighters as well as match strikers taped to their forearms
to light the pipe bombs and crickets. Harris also attempted to make napalm , and envisioned a kind of
backpack and flamethrower. They both attempted to get another friend and coworker Chris Morris, who was a
part of the Trench Coat Mafia, to keep the napalm at his house, but he refused. Harris also tried to recruit him
to be a third shooter, but would play it off as a joke when rebuked. They purchased six propane tanks on the
morning of the attack. Each cafeteria bomb was made from one 20 pounds 9. Cans and bottles filled with
gasoline were also set throughout the cars; they did not bother to rig everything together. The massacre
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According to their journals and videos, the pair hoped that after detonating their home-made explosives in the
cafeteria at the busiest lunch hour, killing hundreds of students, they would shoot and toss bombs at survivors
fleeing from the school. Several official sources claim they planned to shoot the fleeing survivors from the
parking lot, but moved to the staircase on a hill at the west side of the school when the bombs failed. Only the
pipe bombs and one of the aerosol canisters detonated, causing a small fire, which was quickly extinguished
by the fire department. Bomb technicians immediately examined the bombs, and relayed to those at the school
the possibility of devices with motion activators. Harris parked his vehicle in the junior student parking lot, by
the south entrance, and Klebold parked in the adjoining senior student parking lot, by the west entrance. The
school cafeteria, their primary bomb target, with its long outside window-wall and ground-level doors, was
between their parking spots. According to Brown, who was in the parking lot smoking a cigarette, he was
surprised to see Harris, whom he had earlier noted had been absent from an important class test. Get out of
here. Meanwhile, Harris and Klebold armed themselves, hiding weapons beneath black trench coats with
straps and webbing, and carrying backpacks and duffel bags filled with pipe bombs and ammunition. Harris
also had his shotgun in one of the bags. Also beneath the trench coats, Harris wore a white t-shirt which read "
Natural Selection " in black letters, as well as a homemade bandolier ; Klebold wore a black t-shirt which read
"Wrath" in red letters. Harris put on a black fingerless glove on his right hand, and Klebold was already
wearing the matching fingerless glove on his left. Shooting begins Injuries and deaths in initial incident 1.
Rachel Scott , age Killed by shots to the head, torso, and leg alongside the west entrance of the school.
Richard Castaldo, age Shot in the arm, chest, back, and abdomen alongside the west entrance to the school.
Daniel Rohrbough, age Fatally injured by shots to the abdomen and leg on the west staircase, shot through the
upper chest at the base of the same staircase. Sean Graves, age Shot in the back, foot, and abdomen on the
west staircase. Lance Kirklin, age Critically injured by shots to the leg, neck, and jaw on the west staircase.
Michael Johnson, age Shot in the face, arm, and leg to the west of the staircase. Mark Taylor, age Shot in the
chest, arms, and leg to the west of the staircase. Anne-Marie Hochhalter, age Brian Anderson, age Injured
near the west entrance by flying glass. Patti Nielson, age Hit in the shoulder by shrapnel near the west
entrance. Stephanie Munson, age Shot in the ankle inside the North Hallway. William David Sanders, age
Died of blood loss after being shot in the neck and back inside the South Hallway. The cafeteria bombs failed
to explode. Klebold threw a pipe bomb towards the parking lot, which only partially detonated. Thinking the
pipe bomb was no more than a crude senior prank , Castaldo did not take it seriously. Several students inside
the school during the attack also believed they were watching a senior prank at first. It is unknown who fired
first; Harris shot and killed Scott, and Castaldo reported that Scott was hit immediately before he was. After
the first two shootings, Harris removed his trench coat and aimed his carbine down the west staircase toward
three youths: The three friends had been ascending the staircase directly below the shooters. All three youths
were shot and wounded. The other three escaped uninjured. He came up to Lance Kirklin, who was already
wounded and lying on the ground, weakly calling for help. He rubbed blood on his face and played dead.
Klebold only slightly entered the cafeteria, and did not shoot at the several people still inside. Officials
speculated that Klebold went to check on the propane bombs. They walked toward the west entrance, throwing
pipe bombs in several directions including onto the roof, very few of which detonated. Witnesses heard one of
them say "This is what we always wanted to do. She had intended to walk outside to tell the two students to
"Knock it off," [74] thinking they were either filming a video or pulling a student prank. Nielson ran back
down the hall into the library, alerting the students inside to the danger and telling them to get under desks and
keep silent. Police response At The only paved route took him around the school to the east and south on
Pierce Street, where at
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The fourth book, "Studying Marilyn Manson: Groupies, School Violence and Bullying" examines the research behind the
previous three murder mysteries. Seriously? Preview post.

Baccarat is a game whereby the croupier gathers in money with a flexible sculling oar, then rakes it home. If I
could have borrowed his oar I would have stayed. In most betting shops you will see three windows marked
"Bet Here," but only one window with the legend "Pay Out. I met with an accident on the way to the track; I
arrived safely. The gambler has unsuccessfully attempted to reduce gambling. Control is out the door. No one
is knocking. No one is home. In the case of an earthquake hitting Las Vegas, be sure to go straight to the Keno
Lounge. Nothing ever gets hit there. Man is a gaming animal. He must always be trying to get the better in
something or other. Restlessness, emotional, or irritability associated with attempts to cease or reduce
gambling. Money won is twice as sweet as money earned. The gambler has frequent fantasies about gambling
experiences, whether past, future, or fantasy. In a bet there is a fool and a thief. The gamblers tries to win back
gambling losses with more gambling. The subject of gambling is all encompassing. No wife can endure a
gambling husband, unless he is a steady winner. The urge to gamble is so universal and its practice is so
pleasurable, that I assume it must be evil. If you must play, decide upon three things at the start: Gamblers
continue to gamble to improve their mood and escape their problems. Also associated with the psychology of
denial. The sure way of getting nothing from something. Sushi, udon, tonkatsu, curry, sake, soba,
chirashizushi, and soup. The billionaires want the best. Las Vegas serves the greatest dishes on the planet.
Millions can be spent on food each month at a single restaurant. Las Vegas casinos serve travelers the most
delicious food around the globe. For the visitor looking for a taste of Japan, Las Vegas serves the best noodles,
beef, and sushi in the United States of America. Fresh food is flown into Las Vegas morning, noon, and night.
The food is brought in by airplane daily. Onune konan yemeklerin goruntusune gore yiyip yemiyecegine karar
veriryor. Ikinci ziyaretimizde annemin pisirdigi butun yemekleri yedi. En cok hosuna giden babasinin da
favorisi olan manti ve yogurtlu corba idi. Son ziyaretimizde ise ilgimi ceken teyzesinin yaptigi enginar
dolmasini buyuk bir istahla yemesiydi. Turk yemeklerinin Amerika yemeklerinden farki taze sebzelerden ve
etlerden yapilmis olmasi. Dondurulmus gidalari vermekte pek sakinca oldugunu sanmiyorum. Bana gore
lezzetli oldugu surece Batuhan , Turk ya da Amerikan yemeklerini ayirt etmiyor. Bilmiyorum o zaman
etrafinda olan bitenlerin farkindamiydi? Tek gozlemledigim gordugu ilgi ve sevgiden cok mutluydu. Gozlerini
kocaman acip insanlari dinlemeye basladi. Annem ve kardeslerimi de ayni ilgi ile dinlemeye basladi. Batuhan
ismine ilk iki ziyarette pek tepki vermedi. Ikinci ziyaretmizin sonuna dogru ismi soylenince kafa cevirmeye
basladi. Bu seneki ucuncu ziyaretimizde herseyin farkindaydi. Annem "Batuhan" dedigi zaman "No Batuhan"
" Chase" diye israr etti bir sure. Hatta annemin arkadaslarinin yaninda "Ismin ne? Annem tekrar sorunca " Ba
du han" dedi. Bir bucuk yasindaki bir cocugun iki aylik Turkiye ziyareti sonrasi babsini hatirlamamasi normal
olsa gerek. Benim icin onemli olan ve burada fazla goremiyecegi aile sevgisini gormesi idi. Batuhan yemek
konusunda cok secici. The money amounted to an unreported campaign contribution in violation of federal
law and Senate rules. Ensign engaged in potential obstruction of justice and got rid of documents. Charming
John Ensign was personable and voters knew he was powerful as well as rich. His father owned Mandalay
Bay. I knew it as the Hacienda Casino when my father brought me to town. Many of the magazine
conventions were held at Mandalay. Publishers knew I was in Las Vegas, so they asked me to interview at the
hotel. The resort has a beautiful saltwater reef aquarium for families entertaining children in Vegas. The check
became seen by Congressional investigators as the burden of proof. The trail walks up to the face behind the
conspiracy. His political career lay exposed. Alcohol consumption can enhance tunnel vision. Narcotics are a
key source of the psychology. Not all people are narrow minded, but their mind evolves to accept the life in
Las Vegas. The dangers are considered normal. The dangers are oddly treated like the way business is done in
cities around the world. The tangible world becomes frightening for some. Southern California beaches have
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police. Those police often arrest kids vacationing from Las Vegas. The kids in Las Vegas get anxious when
they are away from the casino city. The traffic in Los Angeles, the parking problem along Sunset Boulevard,
and the metaphors have a different lifestyle attached. Once raised in Las Vegas, walking away becomes
impossible. The environment outside of Las Vegas seems to function with a different set of rules. The rhetoric
in Las Vegas can come off as risky. Performance, work, the quality of life, outside of Las Vegas these issues
are discussed, and students are trained to perform so the anxiety to outside pressures turns into a hustle.
Conceit comes off as arrogance, but in Las Vegas pride is a self-defense mechanism. The adults were dancing
in the court house. Lawmakers were dancing in the same chamber where the politicians decide on policy at
City Hall. Were young Smurfs dancing to thank the mayor for his many years of hard work? The coffee had
not kicked in yet. What was going on? The coffee was prepared the night before in a glass jar that sat all night
in the cooler. Did I forget to add sugar? In Las Vegas with temperatures reaching 92 degrees at night, locals
often drink their coffee ice cold. The future of solar energy will be in Las Vegas with this heat. Nevada will
one day power the nation. High tech firms should take notice. The computer companies would save a lot of
money on energy as well as taxes if they were to invest their business models in Southern Nevada. Then the
message hit me. The scene I was watching took place earlier at City Hall. The Smurfs dancing with the major
were employees from Zappos. We got a divorce. Girlfriends bring their grooms to Las Vegas to get a quick
marriage license. Las Vegas is the Wedding Capital of the World. As a photographer, I meet models in Las
Vegas. The girls write me online. I walk into nightclubs and the owners tell me about the new girls that arrived
from Houston, Texas; Miami, Florida, and Denver, Colorado.
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6: Columbine / Useful Notes - TV Tropes
Thomas Chi has 43 books on Goodreads with 24 ratings. Thomas Chi's most popular book is Marilyn Manson Trilogy,
Creating an Antichrist.

The synopsis below may give away important plot points. Later investigation showed the bowling session was
based on mistaken recollections, and Glenn Moore of the Golden Police Department concluded that they were
absent from school on the day of the attack. Nevertheless, Michael Moore incorporates the bowling theme into
his documentary. For example, Moore films men of the Michigan militia using bowling pins for their target
practice. When interviewing former classmates of the two boys, Moore notes that the students took a bowling
class in place of physical education. When he notes that this might have very little educational value; the girls
he interviews generally agree. They note how Harris and Klebold led a very introverted lifestyle and had a
very careless attitude toward the game, and that nobody thought twice about it. Moore asks if the school
system is responding to the real needs of their students or if they are reinforcing fear. Moore also interviews
two young residents of Oscoda, Michigan in a local bowling alley, and learns that guns are relatively easy to
come by in the small town. Eric Harris spent some of his early years in Oscoda while his father was serving in
the U. Moore compares gun ownership and gun violence in other countries with that in the United States and
concludes that there is no connection between gun ownership and gun violence. Moore suggests sarcastically
that bowling could have been just as responsible for the attacks on the school as could have Marilyn Manson;
or even Bill Clinton, who launched bombing attacks on several countries around that time. The film follows
Moore as he goes to the bank, makes his deposit, fills out the forms, and awaits the result of a background
check before walking out of the bank carrying a brand new Weatherby hunting rifle. Jones; a man who takes
his shirt off and is shot during a riot. It is implied that the presence of this facility within the community, and
the acceptance of institutionalized violence as a solution to conflict, contributed to the mindset that led to the
massacre. The following is a transcript of the onscreen text in the Wonderful World segment: American
military kills 4 million people in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War. Democratically-elected President
Salvador Allende assassinated. Dictator Augusto Pinochet installed. Reagan administration trains and funds
the Contras. The White House secretly gives Iran weapons to kill Iraqis. Iraq invades Kuwait with weapons
from U. Bush reinstates dictator of Kuwait. Clinton bombs possible weapons factory in Sudan. Factory turns
out to be making aspirin. American planes bomb Iraq on a weekly basis. Osama bin Laden uses his expert CIA
training to murder 3, people. He illustrates his thesis by visiting neighborhoods in Canada near the Canada-U.
In this section, a montage of possible causes for gun violence are stated by several social pundits. He examines
Marilyn Manson as a cause, but states that Germany listens to more Marilyn Manson and has a greater Goth
population than does the United States, with less gun violence Germany: He examines violent movies, but
notes that they have the same violent movies in other countries, showing The Matrix with French subtitles
France: He also examines video games, but states that violent video games come from Japan Japan: United
States - 11, 3. After a number of attempts to evade the issue, a K-Mart spokesperson says that the firm will
change its policy and phase out the sale of handgun ammunition; this comes after Moore and the victims go to
the nearest K-Mart store, purchase all of their ammunition, and return the next day with several members of
the media.
7: Smashwords â€“ Marilyn Manson Movie â€“ a book by Thomas Chi
Marketing Marilyn Manson, World Wide Web Rock Star (English, Spanish, French, Italian and German Edition) [Thomas
Chi, Danny Jameson aka Thomas Chi, Thomas Chi aka Jennifer Sherman] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers.
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8: Las Vegas Bookstore - Oscar Goodman Books
Marilyn Manson Movie is a screenplay based on the novel with the full titled Marilyn Manson Kills by Danny Jameson.
Danny Jameson is a fictional protagonist in the murder mystery. Marilyn Manson Kills is the second novel of the series
known as the Marilyn Manson Trilogy which starts with the full name of the novel named Marilyn Manson Murders.

9: 50+ Teenage Girl Middle School Violence Essays Topics, Titles & Examples In English FREE
An FBI study on school shooters found school shootings are never a result of a crazy person "snapping." Most shooters
do have serious mental health or emotional issues, but they all plan their attacks months or even years in advance.
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